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Matches are made in
Heaven, Weddings are
made at Conrad Pune
Weddings are a once-in-a-lifetime affair and with the hospitality of
Conrad, you can add a touch of sheer luxury and grandiose to it.



Begin your
Happily Ever After
at Conrad Pune
Located in Pune’s upscale neighbourhood of Koregaon Park and
Bund Garden Road, this luxury hotel is India’s first ever Conrad brand
by Hilton.

When you choose Conrad Pune as your wedding venue, you open
yourself to a world of intuitive hospitality and bespoke services, that is 
undeniably singular when compared to the rest.

An empanelled team of wedding specialists come together to create a
customized wedding plan and curate the wedding of your dreams.





An Elegant Affair
Bring your celebrations to the pillar-less Grand Ballroom
augmented by Czech crystal chandeliers and a 26 ft. high
art deco inspired ceiling  and a naturally lit pre-function area.
The 9 versatile event rooms and a dedicated porch, truly makes
Conrad Pune the ideal wedding  destination of the city.

One of the largest ballrooms in the city with state-of-the-art
infrastructure and parking for more than 350 cars.















Versatality of Venues
Conrad Pune is a versatile venue that can organize
various functions depending on the scale. international and Indian cuisines that can be personalized to suit

the requirements of the wedding party.



















CONRAD
Culinary Sojourn

CORIANDER
KITCHENMASUKOJI

PUNE
SUGAR

BOX
KABANA Al Di LaZEERA

Flavours from all around the world under a single roof.





Venues for
pre-wedding shoot



























The Conrad
Culinary Team
A collection of the finest culinary maestros
who curate a wedding feast that befits your special day.
Conrad caters to a vast selection of exotic food which can
be customized as per your liking with our team of cuisine experts.

From Maharajas that come in to make delicious mithais,
to Chef Waris Qureshi - specializing in the royal Awadhi
cuisine, our team is here to uplift your culinary experience
at Conrad Pune.











Say cheers to
your glamorous
celebrations!
Conrad's in-house bartenders are here to present you with some
signature drinks to add that elegant flair to your weddings.
Our mixologists can masterfully concoct an extensive selection of
some exquisite cocktails for you and your guests to sip on.







Weave the
perfect day into
your Love Story













Charismatic
Wedding Couple
Lace and tulle, kanjivarams and lehengas, sherwanis and band-
gallaas – our team of empanelled wedding planners and their team
of specially trained make-up artists, hairstylists, manicurists, massage
therapists, ensure the bride and the groom - a stunning look!

Even for that post-wedding hiatus, where you just want to put your
feet up, we will take care of you. At Conrad Spa & Salon, we have
specially curated spa treatments for the bride, groom and their
families.







Rooms & Suites
Our 351 premium rooms and suites have been intuitively designed and
tailored to provide an indelible and inspired stay at Conrad Pune.
Wedding guests find themselves in an oasis of luxury and fine,
unlike any they have witnessed before. Ensuring an intimate and cozy
ambience for the couple, the bridal suite for the newly wed is a haven
of comfort.

From plush interiors and modern amenities, we also make
the stay exclusive for them with in room special cake.
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Get in touch

Conrad Pune, 7, Mangaldas Road, Off Bung Garden Road, Pune 411001 | www.conradpune.com

Your special day deserves a perfect setting,
and Conrad Pune gives you that and so much more.

To connect with us, please dial: +91 20 6745 6745 or email: conradpune.info@conradhotels.com 
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